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although private interpretations what 11 edition
plagues mormon publishers third edition burton
compilation significantly revised thereby assumes
importance best topical collection joseph smith
discourses now available book expanded something
like ten percent average chapter certain new chap-
ters topical breakdowns included interesting

collection eyewitnesseye witness descriptions evalua-
tions contemporaries met prophet certainlycertainty
core joseph smith teachings here classified easily
accessible importance approach cannot
stressed doubtful instance whether student
LDS church history grasp motivation
prophet until turns collected statements love

joseph smith defined terms longionglongtong suffering for-
bearance patience toward everyone result
11 greater liberality thought conduct possessor

uses every opportunity bless whole human race

two weaknesses burton compilation
first inherent compilation aspires less
comprehensiveness isolated comments often reported

random measure joseph smith thought
single illustration under heading truths made known

prophet statement opinion hun-
dred forty four thousand book revelation alt-
hough gives reader impression knowing what
joseph smith thought subject actually half
dozen important statements need correlated re-
constructing prophet opinion second weakness

topical approach applied adequately
example while those descriptions premortalpre mortal coun

cil book includes classified generally under
chapter plan salvation key quote labelled
contention heaven put entirely different chapter

salvation exaltation many examples
perhaps illustrative need cross referencing system

future editions likewise seems catchallcatch chapters
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interesting truths made known maxims
sayings prophet should subjected same clas-

sificationsification strength book

continued page 128

setting mankind back hundreds years peipingpeipmgneiping contends although
nuclear war destructive imperialism perish

socialism recreatere create extreme rapidity beautiful new
civilization

4 respect national liberation movements peipingneiping
charges soviets failing support national liberation
struggles view toward risk local wars precipitat-
ing larger conflicts soviet position liberation struggles
must continue supported however sharp distinction
must drawn between internal wars wars between states wars

national liberation must promoted outside nation-
al liberation wars conflicts between people area against

rulers moscow unlike chinese does believe korea
example acceptable type war liberation

5 moscow taken line disarmament feasible
desirable peipingpeipmgneiping maintains disarmament prior final destruction

imperialism inconceivable unattainable undesirable negot-
iationstiati ons talk disarmament according chinese im-
pedes liberation struggle reducing revolutionary drive

6 peaceful coexistence become principal plank mos-
cow foreign policy moscow believes time side given

years peace enabling communists develop without
disruption caused war believe superiority systems

demonstrated victory assured therefore peaceful co-

existence should become cornerstone foreign policy socialist
states hand peipingpeipmgneiping view liberation movements

strengthened struggle peaceful coexistence
7 according moscow role international communist

front organizations world federation trade unions
world peace council world federation democratic youth
women student groups should serve means mobiliz-

ing non communists well communists effectiveness
should impaired requiring involvement too deeplyindeeply
militant revolutionary activities neipingpeipinpeipingPeipel pinapingpin front organizations must

used struggle against imperialism value direct-
ly proportionate responsiveness communist control
manipulation


